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Employee 
Experience Suite
 

WorkLMTM-Powered Enterprise
 

Employees know the enterprise experience can be better. But..

  While enterprise systems are disconnected, information lies in data silo

 Employees get incomplete outcomes & can’t access precise knowledg

 Enterprise functions don't have the power to manage their own software

An For AI Assistant  to Get. Work. Done.
 Every Employee

60%
employee queries 
resolved automatically

3x
productivity with a unified 
engagement interface

17 point
increase in employee 
NPS scores 

EX Virtual Assistant  Generative AI Knowledge Personalized case resolution

Create conversations 
from employee 
interactions

Deliver cognitively 
intelligent, logical & 
precise knowledge

Arm agents with generative 
AI to handle complex 
employee tickets 

Smart, No-Code Workflows

Endlessly automate & 
personalize repeatable 
processes

Agile Employee Engagement 

Garner the voice of the 
employee in real-time 
and act immediately

Actionable AI Insights 

Showcase real business 
impact from EX 
outcomes 

Independently Recognized By

 Leading EXTech Orchestrator
 Leading Virtual Assistant for Hybrid Work

 Service Delivery  Virtual Assistant
 Employee Engagement

“Leena AI is like Siri for employees.”

Test Run it Today:

Schedule a demo
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Integrate with 100+ Apps Embed into Popular Channels

Multi-lingual Experiences

In the business of rapid digital transformation

40% Average ticket 
resolution time reduced 1 Bn+ Employee conversations managed

95% Boost in employee 
engagement scores 6 Mn+ Employees using Leena AI

Transforming employee experiences at

Top Rated Enterprise-Grade Employee Experience Platform

 Scale human-like employee  
experiences across hire-to-retire journe

 Optimize the real-time voice of employees 
in real time. Serve a virtual buddy to every 

employee.

HR

 Empower sales professionals to sell. Let 
WorkLMTM take up the res

 Automate CRM updates, personalize 
conversations, & forecast sales better

Sales
 Automate repetitive tasks, smartly 

manage tickets, & bring knowledge 
togethe

 Infuse human-level intelligence to 

resolve complex, high-touch issues

IT

 Accurately analyze and forecast

      business financial performance

 Automate compliance with real-time 
awareness of regulatory protocols 

Finance

 Automate legal query resolution with 
deep document learnin

 Identify key legal concepts, relevant 
cases & effective resolutions

Legal

 Drive insights into inventory process  
delays, production scheduling, et

 Forecast demand, identify bottlenecks, & 
suggest supply chain optimizations 

Supply Chain

https://leena.ai/
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